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About this report
CONTACT
Compliance & Legal Division
No.13 Muzhagang West Rd.,
Shanhua Dist., Tainan City, R.O.C.
www.cmmt.com.tw
Compliance@cmmt.com.TW

ChengMei
Materials
Technology
Corporation
(hereinafter
referred
as
CMMT)
has
been
specialized in panel components manufacturing
since founded in 2005, focused on enhancing
company’s added value, creating job opportunities
and joining local affairs actively. In response to
contributed
efforts
in
corporate
social
responsibility with all stakeholders of CMMT and
government’s promotion of CSR reporting. We not
only expect to enhance operating performance,
but also complying and promoting CSR continually
as an obligated corporate citizen in our society.

REPORT SCOPE AND BOUNDARIES
The operation area of CMMT includes Taiwan and
mainland China. This report only includes CMMT
headquarter Taiwan, and none of any subsidiaries. A
consolidated CSR report would be expected in the future,
in order to present the CMMT group’s acts in corporate
social responsibility.

ASSURANCE
This report is verified by the G4 version of the GRI
Standards and Cores and conducting surveys on topics
such as stakeholders, managerial level roles, economic,
society, environmental issues. Details of material topics
are discussed and matched CMMT's acts accordingly.
Financial information disclosed in this CSR report is
audited by CPA.

ISSUE INFORMATION
Previous Issue: 30 JUN 2020
Current Issue: 30 JUN 2021
Period of Report: 1 JAN 2020 - 31 DEC 2020
Report Frequency: per annum
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CHAIRMAN'S LETTER

J. Y. HO
Chairman

In 2020, global impact of Covid-19 pandemic has brought both turbulence and
opportunities. Demand of the market was conservative in the first half year caused
by the pandemic. Time spent at home increased due to work from home policy has
heated up the panel market, hence the demand for panels recovered swiftly.
Overlook 2020, the market was in huge fluctuation. CMMT keeps on expanding our
customer base, better products and customer portfolio, steady company operation,
improve financial structure, strengthen company fundament, separated ownership
and management to take up external challenges in a rapidly changing market.

"

Catch your
reader's eye by
highlighting one
of your main
points in this
space.
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Sustainable

Corporate

Governance
CMMT Overview

CMMT was established in 2005, with its corporate headquarters in Tree Valley Park, Tainan
City, and production bases in Ningpo, with approximately 1,500 domestic and overseas
employees. Subsidiary company Kunshan Chimei Materials Technology Corp., is no longer
included in the Company's consolidated financial statements as of 23rd December 2019, due
to a change of investment ownership from a subsidiary to a major reinvestment.
CMMT mainly produces Polarizer, a key component of panel, for terminal application in
desktop monitors, notebook computers, LCD TVs, cell phones, automotive and industrial
control panels. In order to increase the added value of our products, CMMT also continues to
invest in research and development of new products and materials to provide our customers
with better and more diversified product choices.
In the first half of 2020, market demand was conservative due to Covid-19 pandemic.
However, increasing of telecommuting and home staying time in the second half of the year
boosted a rapid increase in demand for panels, and thus increased demand for polarizer. In
addition, benefited by expanded production capacity of Kunshan, operations are booming
and consolidated revenue in total of NT$9.4 billion in 2020.
In order to provide customers with the highest quality products, CMMT operates in Tainan
and Ningpo cooperating with customers to provide in house solutions and services with
efficiency.

Founded
Capital
Responsible Person
Address
Major Product

CHENG MEI

17 May 2005
NTD$ 6,657,285 thousand
J. Y. Ho
No. 13 Muzhagang West Rd.,
Shanhua Dist., Tainan CIty
Polarizer

Employees

Taiwan
1,230 by end of 2020
Overseas 700 by end of 2020

Stock Code

4960

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
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PRODUCT
INTRODUCTION
CMMT provides polarizer solutions
mainly in Taiwan and Asia specific in
China and Japan, with domestic sales
of 26.4% and export sales of 73.6%.
Polarizer is a kind of optical filter that only allows light in a certain direction to
pass through the polarized material by using chemical and optical technology.
The polarizer material is placed intersected direction. The main purpose of the
polarizer is to create a phase difference between a light source with electric field
and without electric field which enable to display subtitles or graphics.

Protection Film

TAC Film
PVA Film
TAC Film

PSA

Glass Substrate
Color Filter
Backlight Module

Polarizer

Source Driver IC
LCD

PDP
OLED
TN LCD
TFT LCD
Other

Release Film
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Business Philosophy and Vision
“Running a Business is the way to "pursue Xingfu", "Human-Based
Management" and "Harmony is the most Precious" are the
principles of ChiMei Optoelectronics Corporation which is also the
path and goal of CMMT. We aim to provide high quality products
and instant services under the globalization mindset, in order to
achieve mutual benefits for shareholders, customers, suppliers,
colleagues, social progress and happiness.

MISSION
To be a company that creates happiness and value by facilitating people's lives with
innovative technology and diverse culture transmission.

VISION
To become a world-class display technology manufacturer and service provider trusted and
respected by our colleagues, customers, shareholders and society.

CORE VALUES
We hold ourselves to the highest ethical standards and practice what is right in
order to maintain cooperative relationships internally and externally in order to
We trust
hold ourselves
to the highest ethical standards and practice what is right in
earn
and respect.
order to maintain cooperative relationships internally and externally, and to earn

Wetrust
areand
notrespect.
swamped in failures by attempts, and dare to seek innovation. We
are not satisfied by current achievements and continue to provide differentiated
services and new products. We do not set limits for future development and to
lead the trend of world's technology.
We cooperate with customers and partners to achieve mutual growth of
employees and the company. All corporate activities are aimed at humans' wellbeing and a sustainable environment.
We respect each and every one of our colleagues and provide an environment in
which we can bet on our enthusiasm and express our potential to actively live a
happy life.
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SUSTAINABILITY AND
STAKEHOLDER
Core Value of Sustainability
Nowadays, technology evolves rapidly. Companies are facing rapid industrial
changes, including external impact on economic fluctuations, new technologies and
the new entry competitors. In an intense competitive environment, sustainability
issue is far more important to enterprises as the average life span of companies is
gradually declining.
CMMT upholds the Spirits of the "Three Hearts of Passion, Love, and Dedication".
Through reshaping the corporate spirit, we are able to create a high-performance
working environment and corporate value by employees' unite power to become a
social responsible enterprise.
Sustainable company symbolizes a stable life with work for employees, a continue
profitable investment for shareholders, an assurance for creditor and a promised
supplier to customer. Sustainability is not only the responsibility to stakeholders
and is the core value of CMMT.
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Sustainable Development Goal
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), also known as Global Goals,
are a set of 17 integrated and interrelated goals to end poverty, protect the
planet and ensure that humanity enjoys peace and prosperity by 2030.

CMMT is based on the Responsible Business Alliance's (RBA) Code of Conduct, and
our sustainability strategy covers Corporate Governance, Environmental Protection,
Employee Care, ESG for supply chains, and Community Involvement. Through the
compilation of CSR report, we will reveal CMMT's CSR activities and review the
shortcomings to continuously improve our CSR activities.
In 2015, the United Nations Summit on Sustainable Development adopted the
Transforming our World, The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which
includes 17 sustainability goals.
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Implementation
Results in 2020
CMMT has been upholding the spirit of "taking from the community and using it for the
community", and continues to better the company's business performance to ensure
sustainable operation. In terms of employee care, CMMT inherits the Chi Mei Group's
philosophy of "business is a means to pursue happiness", "humane management", and
"harmony is precious", and creating job opportunities to local area by recruiting
permanent roles and providing a stable working environment for employees.

01 | Environment

Solar power generates 851,848 kWh annually, which is equivalent to a reduction of
434 metric tons of CO2 emission.
Green electricity accounts for 1.3% of total electricity consumption.
2020 energy and waste management plans optimization compare to 2019, stated as
below.
10% reduction of water usage
18% reduction of electricity consumption
14% reduction of natural gas consumption
8% reduction of sewage effluent
17% reduction of greenhouse gas emission
16% increment of waste recycle
95% recycle rate is a set goal as new water treated plant has is building.

02 | Society

CMMT cooperated with Tainan Astronomical Education Area to host Park's Fantasy
Science Exhibition in 22nd November 2020 and sponsored polarizer for Swamp Code.
Christmas Gift Collection Event for Pingtung Evergreen Lily Elementary School.

03 | Employee Relations

11.2% reduction of demission rate
Beside employee annual health check, continuing on establishing special protection
programs and healthy workplace improving activities.

04 | Operation Performance

Keeping on reducing operational loss in 2020 and turned profit in the 2nd half
year of 2020
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Organizational Structure
of
Corporate Social Responsibility
CMMT CSR is chaired by Mr. J. Y. Ho,
Chairman of CMMT. Department of Legal
& Compliance is in charge of 2020 Affairs
Bureau, and the department heads are
held for responsible for each functional
department .
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Stakeholder

Communication
STAKEHOLDER
IDENTIFICATION
In order to strengthen the communication between CMMT and its stakeholders, we first
identify CMMT's stakeholders as entities or individuals who are significantly affected by the
company's activities, products and services, or whose actions affect CMMT's ability to
implement strategies and achieve its goals. Therefore, through internal discussion held
among departments and consideration of domestic and international trends in sustainability
issues along with operational needs, CMMT has identified seven groups of stakeholder,
including employee, customer, legal person and shareholder, government agency,
community and society, supplier and media.

STAKEHOLDER
COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
In our daily operations, we communicate with our stakeholders through various channels to
increase engaged level in order to understand their concerns and respond. To be able to
respond to concerned issues by stakeholder more comprehensively in annual CSR report, we
stated communication channels to concerned issues accordingly as below.
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ISSUE

COLLECTION AND INDUCTION
CMMT Corporate Social Responsibility

-

CSR related Considerations List

Corporate Governance
Company integrity
Risk management
Legal & compliance (organization operation,
product, environment and social responsibility)
Grievance procedure
Supply chain management
Information safety management

Social Issue
New employee hires and turnover (including
employee relations, e.g., union)
Work health and safety
Employee training
Diversify employee
Human right
Compulsory labor
Corporate charity

Product Issue
Information and labeling of product and service
Marketing
Customer service
Research and development

Economic Issue
Operation financial performance
Market image (Local hires, remuneration level
in major market)
Purchasing practices (concerning environment,
impact on local society and occupation of local
purchasing)
Quality management
Delivery Management

The collection and research of
CMMT issues is based on the
themes and performance
indicators of the GRI Guidelines
published by the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI), and takes into
account of major global
sustainability trends, extensive
research on major issues and news
events, and issues identified by
international benchmarking
company within the same industry.
Through regular and irregular
communication with stakeholders,
a total of 31 sustainability issues
have been summarized based on
industry characteristics and
relevance of CMMT, including
corporate governance,
environmental, social, product and
economic aspects.

Environmental Issue
Material and utilization management
Organization energy management
Water management
Biodiversity
Waste and sewage
Greenhouse gas emission
Reducing product and service impact on
environment
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10
&

Material Topics

Boundaries

10 major themes of 2020 were identified, namely,
operation financial performance, risk management,
company integrity, Legal & compliance, research
and development, new employee hires and
turnover, work health and safety, quality
management, waste and sewage.

GMMT 2020
GRI Materiality Matrix
INFLUENCE ON STAKEHOLDER
ASSESSMENTS AND DECISIONS

The key themes of 2020 will be adjusted based on
global sustainability trends and the acts of
benchmark companies within industry. After
receiving feedback from senior executives and
CSR implementation units, levels of stakeholder's
concern on issues will be ranked after analysis and
integration. Impact and influence on CMMT by
each issue are ranked and showed in GRI
Materiality Matrix.

.
.. .. .. .
.
. ..... ... ..
.
. ..
.
.

.
.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL,
AND SOCIAL IMPACTS ON CMMT

0 1 Operation Financial Performance
0 2 Risk Management
0 3 Company Integrity
0 4 Legal & Compliance
0 5 Research and Development
0 6 New Employee Hires and Service
0 7 Customer Service
0 8 Work Health and Safety
0 9 Quality Management
1 0 Waste and Sewage

As a member of modern corporate citizenship, CMMT
responds to the concerns of stakeholders in order to
implement sustainable management and transparent
corporate governance. Through various communication
methods and interactive mechanisms, we will further
understand the thoughts and needs of our stakeholders. In
the future, we will focus on the importance and disclosure of
sustainability issues in a way that is more relevant to
industry-related sustainability issues.
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Management Guideline

Operational Financial Performance
Policy and Commitment

Specific Actions

The company's profit is a profit sharing channel to

Deepen the development of existing customers

create wealth growth for employees and shareholders

Continued expansion in the mainland market

through continuous profit sharing. For creditors, it is a

Continued high value-added product development

kind of debt security. For CMMT, the interests of the

Reduced raw material costs and improved basic

above stakeholders are the goals that CMMT must

process capabilities to reduce defective products

continuously improve and work on. Therefore, CMMT

and losses

continues to improve its operational performance to

Improve financial flexibility

meet the expectations of our stakeholders.

Goal
Continuing to reduce losses and strengthen financial

Evaluation Mechanism
Organize regular internal management meetings and
financial reports for accountants.

structure.

Grievance Procedure
Financial Reports and Annual Reports

Financial
Status
CHENG MEI MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY | CSR REPORT 2020
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The global impact of COVID-19 in 2020 brought turmoil but also created opportunities. In 2020, CMMT
continues to develop new customers and revenue is growing quarterly. In addition, expanded
production capacity by reinvestment in Kunshan continues to be developed and the operation
performance is booming. In summary, CMMT is expected to be free from losses and return to growth
in the second half of 2020.

CMMT's shareholding on Hengmei
Optoelectronics Co., Ltd. (Kunshan
Hengmei) decreased due to its SEO.
From
23rd
December
2019,
Hengmei Optoelectronics was not
included in the consolidate report.
In Taiwan, the epidemic caused a
conservative market and shrinking
demand in the first half of 2020. In
the second half of 2020, the
emerging demand for panels rose
rapidly due to the lengthening of
telecommuting and home time,
resulting in a rapid recovery of the
market and growing demand. In
terms of strategy, we will continue
to accelerate the development of
new customers, optimize our
product and customer portfolio,
stabilize our operations, improve
our financial structure, and keeping
strengthen our company.

Operating
Performance

CHENG MEI MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY | CSR REPORT 2020
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Operating Strategy and Outlook for

2021

In view of the operating conditions and the market in 2021,
CMMT intends to improve our profitability as follows.

Expand customer portfolio and increase the
proportion of high value-added product

Based on the analysis of sales in 2019 and 2020, CMMT customers
in Taiwan are highly concentrated, and in 2021, the company
plans the following future strategies.
Continue to bring in new customers.
Increase the proportion of small and medium-sized cell phone
panel sales.
Further develop AMOLED and automotive products.

Achieving economic production quantity of
plant in Taiwan

In 2021, we aim to achieve economic scale by expand
customer base and improving capacity utilization. In the
second half of 2021, we will increase the proportion of
high value-added product (miniLED and automotive) to
enhance profitability.

Restore financial flexibility
We hope that through the assistance of banks, we can
break the capital constraint to enable our operations to
reach economic scale and generate cashflow by business
operation.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Management Guideline

Company Integrity

Policy and Commitment

Goal

We adapt management with integrity from the top

To achieve operational goals in the best interest

down, ensure transparency on public information

of the company and all shareholders, to assist

disclosure and sound corporate governance

company's management and operation, and to

structure, implement Sustainable Development

provide

Goals (SDGs) for long-term benefit of our

motivate the company for better resources

shareholders.

utilization

We are committed to operating with integrity and

an

effective
and

monitoring

higher

system

efficiency,

to

thereby

enhancing our competitiveness and sustainable
business excellence.

creating a law-abiding company culture, while
actively

understanding

and

complying

with

government regulations and requirements for
corporate sustainability.

Grievance Procedure
Internal audit, internal and external public mail

Through detailed internal control mechanism, we

box

actively seek value creation and risk reduction to

Specific Actions

improve operational performance.
We

hold

ourselves

to

the

highest

ethical

The Board of Directors met 10 times in 2020

standards and practice what is right in order to

with attendancy of 95%.

maintain cooperative relationships internally and

The Remuneration Committee met 4 times in

externally to earn trust and respect.

2020.

We promise to comply with laws and regulations
strictly, to protect the legitimate rights and
interests of shareholders and value the inetersts
of stakeholders.

The Audit Committee met 10 times in 2020.
Conduct internal audits and external audits
by CPAs.
The number of audits for each cycle in 2020
was 72, and 12 deficiencies were identified,
all of which were improved within the
deadline.

Evaluation Mechanism
Corporate Governance Evaluation
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CMMT

OPERATION OF THE BOARD

Organization
Structure
Annual
General
Meeting

Internal
Audit
Office

Audit
Committee

Board
of
Directors

Chairman

Remuneration
Committee

President

Purchasing Center

Sales Center

Operation Management
Center

Production Center

Research & Development
Center

Finance Center

Workplace Safety

Quality Center

NB CMMT

In 2020, CMMT has 8 directors, including 3
independent directors. In accordance with the
company's philosophy of corporate
governance, the primary responsibilities of
the Board of Directors are to oversee, direct
and evaluate the performance of the
operating team and to appoint and dismiss
managers. The members of the Board of
Directors have extensive corporate or
academic experience and uphold high ethical
standards and commitment to the company.
The Board of Directors meets regularly on a
quarterly basis to resolve resolutions and to
discuss with the management team on
business strategies and future directions in
order to fit the best interests of shareholders.
Board of Directors meetings of 2020 were
held 10 times with 95% attendancy.
The remuneration of the company's directors
is based on their participation in the
company's operation and the value of their
contributions referring to company Bylaws
and industrial standards. When the company
has a net profit of a year, the Board of
Directors will prepare a proposal for the
distribution of earnings, including directors'
remuneration, after making up for losses,
setting aside legal reserve or special reserve,
distributing dividends on preferred shares,
and distributing employees' remuneration,
taking into account the industrial environment
and the company's capital requirements after
approval of the shareholders' meeting.

2020
CHENG MEI MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY | CSR REPORT 2020
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE EVALUATION
In order to accelerate corporate governance of listed company in Taiwan,
development of enterprise and having confidence of the market. "2013
Corporate Governance Roadmap" released by the Financial Supervisory
Commission (FSC) at the end of 2013, CMMT and Taiwan Stock Exchange
TWSE launched "Corporate Governance Evaluation System". Under the
guidance of the FSC, the Corporate Governance Center is responsible for
compiling and drafting the evaluation indicators, and appointing experts and
scholars to form the Corporate Governance Evaluation Committee to review
the evaluation indicators. The SFI will be responsible for the evaluation
process. CMMT was not included in 2020 Corporate Governance Evaluation
due to its inclusion in the full-cash delivery stock in April 2019.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
Function of this committee is to evaluate the remuneration policies and
systems of the Company's directors and managers in a professional and
objective manner, and to make recommendations to the Board of Directors
for their reference in making decisions. The Remuneration Committee met
four times in 2020.

AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Committee operates to monitor the following matters.
Fair presentation of the Company's financial statements.
Assigning, independence checking and performance evaluation of certified
public accountants.
Effective implementation of the Company's internal control.
Compliance of relevant laws and regulations.
The Audit Committee met 10 times in 2020.

CHENG MEI MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY | CSR REPORT 2020
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OPERATING
WITH

INTEGRITY

Establish company culture of smooth operation with integrity is core value of CMMT.
In recent years, there have been many domestic and foreign cases that have resulted
in significant lost of the companies and their stakeholders. Therefore, the promotion
of an ethical management culture from the top down is an indispensable part of
CMMT's sustainable management.
CMMT has adopted the "Integrity Management Code", "Corporate Governance
Code", and "Integrity Management Procedures and Behavior Guidelines" to
strengthen and implement our integrity management culture. The Administration
Office is the promotion unit, and internally, we provide direct supervisors, human
resources supervisors, legal affairs unit, audit unit, and general manager's mailbox as
the reporting unit. Externally, we provide CMMT's public mailbox
(cmmt_ir@cmmt.com.tw) and reporting mailbox (audit@cmmt.com.tw) as the
window. The number of complaints and reporting cases in 2020 is Zero.
CMMT's Code of Conduct for Integrity applies to subsidiaries, foundation that
contribute more than 50% of their funds directly or indirectly, and other institutions
or legal entities with substantial control.
CMMT has established a prevention program to avoid following practices, bribery,
illegal political contribution, improper charitable donations or sponsorship, gifts and
hospitality or other improper benefits.
CHENG MEI MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY | CSR REPORT 2020
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INTERNAL
CONTROL
CMMT's auditing system is responsible by the
audit office, directly under the Board of
Directors' control. In addition to reporting at
the regular meetings of the Board of Directors,
the audit is reported to the Chairman of the
Board of Directors and the Audit Committee
on a monthly basis or when necessary. For
special projects, we also commission external
third-party organizations to issue reports to
obtain opinions and views from multiple
sources. For employee information control, we
also control that each employee has a
personal login account to improve the
separation of data security and information.
CMMT has established an internal control
system in accordance with laws and
regulations. The Audit Office prepares the
implementation details of internal audits
based on the internal control system to
enforce and measure the compliance and
effectiveness of the current internal control
system and operating procedures, which
covers all operations of the Company and its
subsidiaries.
Employees
through
the
company's
management
should
attach
importance to the internal audit unit and
personnel, and provide them with sufficient
authority to ensure that the internal control
system is checked and evaluated for
deficiencies and to measure the efficiency of
operations to ensure that the system is
continuously and effectively implemented, and
to assist the Board of Directors and the
management in fulfilling their responsibilities
and further implementing the corporate
governance system.
The main focus of the audit is as following.
Based on the identified risks, an annual
audit plan is prepared and submitted to
the board of directors for approval and
implementation.
Verifying company policies, rules and
regulations are being followed and provide
management with timely access to existing
or potential deficiencies.
Check
whether
the
information
maintenance and control of each operation
is correct, and be reported timely,
effectively and correctly.

Evaluating and assisting effectiveness and
efficiency of the design and operation on
internal control systems of the company
and its non-public subsidiaries.
The results of the self-inspection of the
internal control system implemented by
the company and significant subsidiaries,
together with the improvement of the
internal
control
deficiencies
and
irregularities identified by the auditing
office, are used as the basis for the internal
control statement issued by the Chairman
and President of the company.
In 2020, 72 audits were conducted for each
cycle, and 12 deficiencies were identified,
all of which were completed before
deadline. The improvement was not
completed for the loan fund and security
endorsement due to change of regulations.
Internal management rules of loan fund
and security endorsement were revised
before this report was issued.

In addition, due to the change of situation, CMI
Kunshan has been transformed from a
subsidiary to an important investee company,
resulting in the lack of capital loan fund and
security endorsement overdue. The loan fund
and overdue portion has been significantly
reduced in 2020 and is expected to be
improved by the end of 2020. The
endorsement guarantee has been entrusted to
CMI Kunshan to communicate with local
financial institutions in hope of improving the
lack of security endorsement overdue.
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Morality
and
Integrity

Protection
and
Exception to
Informer

Respect
Employee and
Customer

Employee Codes
of
Ethical Conduct
Avoidance of
Conflict of
Interest

Information
Disclosure
Gifts and
Business
Hospitality

In order to standardize the ethics of all CMMT employees, to gain the
trust of the public, to enhance the corporate image, and to ensure the
sustainable development of the company, CMMT is committed to
business ethics and integrity management, and has established the code
of conduct stated as above.

EMPLOYEE
CODES OF ETHICAL CONDUCT

CHENG MEI MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY | CSR REPORT 2020
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LE G AL & C OM P LI AN C E
Management Guideline

Compliance

Policy and Commitment

Specific Actions

We promise to strengthen employees' awareness of

The

compliance with the law, to protect the corporate image

announcements on the official website.

Personal

Data

and to reduce the operational risks and responsibilities

Regular updates on regulations that have a

of directors and supervisors and managers.

significant

We keep stakeholders updated on important and

employees' personal information.

impact

on

Protection

Act

company's

requires

operation

or

relevant regulatory changes.

Goal
0 major regulatory penalties

Evaluation Mechanism
Number of penalty cases

Internal audits, annual reports

Grievance Procedure
Financial Reports, Annual Reports
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LE G AL & C OM P LI AN C E
The purpose of the compliance system is to strengthen employees'
awareness of compliance with the law, to protect the corporate image,
and to reduce the operational risks and responsibilities of directors,
supervisors and managers. CMMT has always been committed to
business ethics and the principle of operating with integrity. The
company's compliance system is divided into three mechanisms.

Legal Confirmation and Review
Investigate each unit, confirm the legal norms involved in their
duties, and established two-way communication and discussion
between the Legal and compliance Department and relevant units
to confirm the application and enforcement of laws and
regulations.

Education, Training and Advocacy
In response to different legal issues, internal education and
training are carried out from time to time, and internal cases and
slogans are used to promote employees to strengthen their
awareness of compliance.

Reporting Channel and Procedure
When an employee discovers a violation of the law, he may file a
complaint with the legal affairs unit, and the legal affairs unit will
investigate the facts of the violation together with relevant units,
and send it to the evaluation committee for punishment.
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LE G AL & C OM P LI AN C E

Through the above
mechanism, our
company is actively
implementing four
major projects.

FRIENDLY
WORKPLACE

MORAL INTEGRITY

Respect the human rights of
employees, and create a
gender-equitable and antibullying working
environment.

Integrity is the foundation of
the company, any fraudulent
behavior by employees and
trading partners is strictly
prohibited.

CONFIDENTIAL
MANAGEMENT

FAIR TRADE

Protect the company’s
business secrets, respect the
business secrets of others, and
require employees and
partners to strictly observe the
responsibility of
confidentiality.

Respond to fair transactions
and oppose unfair
competition behaviors such as
monopoly and joint pricing.

In recent years, CMMT has not only strengthened the internal
promotion of the Labor Standards Law, but also conducted system
alerts. For those who work more than the legal number of days in a
row, CMMT will send information to supervisors and human
resource units through the system. In addition, in view of the
decreasing number of new hires willing to enter the manufacturing
industry, CMMT will increase the channels and sources of
employment to reduce the workload of existing employees and to
protect the balance between family and work.
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risk management

CMMT faces the risk of exchange rate in the short term and the risk
of market changes, industry, technology and competitors in the long
term. As Polarizer is the upstream of the panel industry, it has the
characteristic of rapid market cycle of the industry. The company has
established a risk management mechanism to regularly review risks
related to finance, regulations, natural disasters, information
security, environment, workplace safety and health, in order to
reduce the frequency of risks and to effectively reduce the impact of
each event.

Management Guideline

Risk Management
Policy and Commitment

Grievance Procedure

We will continue to strengthen our financial structure

Official website and annual report.

with the concept of sustainable management to create
a stable and growing company and to ensure that the

Specific Actions

company continues to meet financial, market, and

According to each risk attribute, regular reports on

regulatory requirements. We will continue to strengthen

exposure status and countermeasures are made, a

our risk management mechanism and build a firewall of

total of 8 risk items are proposed, and the responsible

risk mitigation to continuously reduce our exposure to

units are responsible for managing and implementing

risk.

countermeasures respectively.

Goal

Evaluation Mechanism

Strengthen liquidity risk management, exchange rate

Regular internal audit program.

risk management, and human risk management.

Regular management review meetings are held.
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risk management
Interest and
Currency Exchange
Risk

Industry Change Risk

Credit Risk

Authority: Finance Department
There is a dedicated staff to conduct exchange
rate hedging for the company's monthly
receipts and payments, and the weight of
hedging will be determined by the dedicated
staff and relevant senior executives based on
the prevailing exchange rate. CMMT is a
conservative and stable hedging product that
hedges only the physical parts of the company.
Authority: Planning Department
CMMT's upstream and downstream suppliers
are mostly listed companies, so the Planning
Office will compile and analyze the quarterly
financial reports and report them in the
executive meeting room. At the same time, we
regularly track industry news and research
information
in
order
to
provide
the
management with the latest industry
dynamics and changes, and make the most
appropriate decisions.
Authority: Finance Department and Planning
Department
The Finance Department sets credit terms for
customers according to their financial status
and credit rating, regularly reviews the status
of accounts receivable collection and collection
operations, and works with the Planning Office
to analyze the operating conditions of
industries and customers to reduce the risk of
bad debts.
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risk management
Disruption of
Operations and
Property Damage
due to Natural
Disasters

Liquidity Risk

Information Security
Risk

Authority: Finance Department and Disaster
Prevention Department
In order to avoid the risk of natural disasters or
accidents that may cause damage to the
company's property and interruption of
operations, we purchase insurance to transfer
the related risks.
In case of natural disasters such as typhoons
and earthquakes, the commanding officer will
quickly
deploy
emergency
response
manpower to reduce disaster losses through
rapid inventory, control and containment of
the disaster area.
Authority: Finance Department
In order to maintain liquidity and ensure
smooth capital flow, CMMT continues to
expand its long-term and short-term financing
channels to diversify its capital sources and
strengthen its capital structure with capital
market financing tools at the appropriate time.
Authority: Information Department
CMMT is committed to protecting the
confidential information and intellectual
property of the company and its stakeholders
to ensure the interests of the company, its
customers, employees and all shareholders,
and
to
maintain
the
company's
competitiveness.
CMMT has an isolated network and regularly
educates employees on information security
related information and measures to prevent
external
parties
from
stealing
or
photographing company information.
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risk management
Human Resource
Risk

Industrial Safety and
Environmental Risks

Authority: Human Resource Department
Due to decreasing fertility rate in Taiwan, the
supply of manpower in the manufacturing
industry continues to decline and faces
difficulties in recruiting workers. In addition to
reviewing the salary structure and improving
employee benefits, CMMT has started to bring
in foreign workers to fill the labor gap.
Authority: Industrial Safety Department, Plant
Management Affair
Environment, safety and hygiene are issues of
great concern to CMMT. We have been
continuously reducing the environmental
impact caused by production since the
establishment of our factory. We also provide a
safe and low-pollution working environment
for our employees.
In recent years, we have established water and
power saving facilities, and we have invested in
waste treatment and water discharge, and we
are striving to become an environmentally
friendly company.
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Product and

Service

Responsibility
Product and Service

Management Guideline

Operational Financial Performance
Policy and Commitment

Goal

We are customer orientated, keep improving, reducing

The company continues to move forward in the

harmful substances, creating corporate value, regularly

direction

review the achievement of quality objectives in high-

diversification, inspection automation, and compliance

level

of

product

portfolio

quality,

application

quality

with HSF requirements. In addition, the company has

management activities and establish a sense of mutual

set challenging yield targets for different product

trust with customers to ensure that all quality activities

applications and continues to refine them in order to

are conducted under controlled conditions and continue

gain a significant position in the highly competitive

to meet requirements.

polarizer market.

audit

meetings,

promoting

related

Specific Actions

Grievance Procedure
Please refer to “Sustainability and Stakeholder”

The critical quality system (IATF 16949 in-vehicle
quality system) was certified by an external certification
party (DQS) in October 2019, and the certificate was
officially obtained in December 2019. In addition,
through the system establishment process, the overall
quality awareness of the company's internal staff has
been greatly enhanced, which will be advantageous for
future product promotion and quality assurance in the
automotive market.

Evaluation Mechanism
Regular internal audit plan
Regularly review the status of target achievement
on a monthly basis, and explain the target
achievement in the management review meeting
held every six months, review and improve on
underachieved plans.

CMMT is committed to provide customers with high quality products
and to comply with relevant laws and contractual regulations.
The following incidents did not occur in 2018.
Fines and sanctions for violating environmental protection laws and regulations
Fines and sanctions for products and services that violate laws and regulations
Fines and sanctions for products and services that violate labeling regulations
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Analysis of Production Process
and Supply Chain
CMMT is mainly engaged in the manufacture of
polarizing panels. The main upstream suppliers
are raw film suppliers in Taiwan, Japan, Korea
and China, while the downstream customers
are major panel and module manufacturers.

1

2

3

4

RAW FILM
SUPPLIER

FRONT-END
PROCESS

BACK-END
PROCESS

CUSTOMER

Semi-finished products
including dyeing,
stretching, pasting and
drying process.

Flake product
including cropping,
edging, examine and
packing process.

Supply Chain Management
CMMT has established certain procedures for the introduction of new suppliers or raw materials, and
conducts supplier performance evaluation every six months by quality assurance, asset consumables and
evaluation units for quality, service, cost down plan, delivery, technology and other aspects. In 2020, the
implementation of the compliance rate reached more than 90%, and for suppliers that do not meet the
standard, we will provide counseling to improve, in order to achieve a win-win result.

01

New p r o d uct s a re v erified a nd im p o r t e d b y t h e t e c h n i c a l r e s e a r c h a n d
d ev el o p m ent unit , qua lit y m a na g em ent u n i t a n d p u r c h a s i n g u n i t t o c o n f i r m
p r o d u ct qua lit y a v a ila bilit y a nd effec t i v e n e s s b e f o r e b e c o m i n g q u a l i f i e d
s upp l i er s . R a w m a t eria ls from t he s a m e s u p p l i e r t h a t a r e s h i p p e d f r o m
d i f f er en t fa ct ories m us t a ls o g o t hro u g h t h e a b o v e v e r i f i c a t i o n p r o c e s s t o
ens u r e t h a t t he fina l product qua lit y is s t a b l e .

02

Onc e r a w m a t e r i a l s a r e imported, they will be inspected by the quality
ass ur a nc e uni t t o e ns ur e that the quality of the incoming materials conforms
to the s p e c i fi c a t i on, a nd any non-conformity with the specification will be
r ec or d e d a nd r e v i e w e d r egularly.

03

F or ea ch ra w ma t e r i a l s u p p l i e r , C M M T a d h e r e s t o t h e g o a l o f creating
e x ce llen t qu a lit y t o g e t h e r a n d s e n d s t e c h n i c a l u n i t s t o v i s i t t h e suppliers'
p rod u ct ion sit es a n d c o n d u c t t e c h n i c a l e x c h a n g e s .

04

H a za rdou s su bst a n c e d e t e c t i o n , f o r t h e v i s i o n o f a f r i e n d l y e n v i r o nment, all
n e wly in t rodu ced m a t e r i a l s s h o u l d b e i n s p e c t e d f o r h a z a r d o u s s u b s tances or
p rovided wit h rele v a n t r e p o r t s f o r i n s p e c t i o n .
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Supplier
Relationship

Purchasing
Goal

The Company has established
"purchasing management operations
procedure" and "employee codes of
conduct" to provide a basis for suppliers
and CMMT to establish long-term
relationships with suppliers, based on
the principle of win-win situation and
mutual trust, mutual benefit and mutual
pursuit of sustainable growth.

Maintaining a good cooperative
relationship with suppliers is one of the
important goals of CMMT's business
development. Obtaining stable product
quality and delivery time has always
been the goal pursued by the company.
To achieve this goal, CMMT attaches
great importance to the management
and interaction with suppliers, and
based on the promise of a win-win
situation for both CMMT and suppliers
can continue to improve and grow, and
maintain a long-term and good
cooperative relationship.

Delivery Risk
of
Supplier

At present, the main suppliers are from
Japan and belong to the oligopoly
market, but CMMT has always
maintained good relationships with
suppliers and can still meet the
production demand in terms of material
supply. In recent years, many domestic
and foreign companies have also
invested in the development of related
materials in this field, which will be
more beneficial to the safety of the
supply of key materials. In addition, we
can shorten the delivery time by air
freight if we need to purchase materials
in an emergency, and overall, we have
good control of delivery risk.

Green
Procurement

With the increasing scarcity of global
resources, and in line with the
international trend of sustainable use of
resources, CMMT has also implemented
green procurement in the factory. At
present, we are gradually introducing
recycled toilet paper and purchasing
recycled paper for some of our print
papers, and we will continue to expand
our use in the future to do our part for
the earth's resources.
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主 材 供應

Main Material Supplier

Local Purchase
Due to the nature of the industry, most of the raw materials are sourced from Japan, and
overall in 2020, about 90% of all raw materials and chemicals will be sourced from
abroad, while 10% will be sourced domestically.
Most of the replaceable chemicals are sourced domestically, while others, such as
packaging materials and pallets, are sourced domestically.
In recent years, CMMT has been successfully introduced to domestic suppliers such as
Nanya Plastics and TacBright Optronics Co., In the future, we will continue to explore
domestic suppliers and grow with them through technical cooperation in the hope of
increasing the domestic procurement ratio.
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PRODUCT
Quality Assurance

Since the establishment of ISO9001 and QC080000 management system at the
beginning of the factory, CMMT has been promoting related quality management
activities to meet the requirements of the management system with the spirit of
continuous improvement. In order to enhance the effectiveness of the management
system, we also carry out quality system upgrades in line with the international standard
revision schedule to meet the requirements of international standards at all stages. The
new version of ISO9001:2015 announced on September 15, 2015 was implemented by
CMMT in Q3 2016 and reviewed the possible risks and action measures to address the
risks, the status of achieving the company's goals, and the compliance with regulations
and customers' hazardous material requirements in the management review meeting. In
November 2017, we completed the ISO 9001:2015 certification.
In 2018, we continued to refine towards the goals of yield improvement and compliance
with HSF requirements. To this end, we have conducted a series of training programs
(software) to improve the capabilities of our personnel. In addition, the upgrade of optical
inspection equipment, the purchase of testing equipment, and the renovation of
production equipment will be completed in 2020, and we will certainly make significant
progress and improvements in production capacity and quality to meet the requirements
of stakeholders. In addition, in response to the QC080000:2017 revision requirements in
May 2017. CMMT has started to upgrade the system, which includes staff training,
document revision...etc., and will complete the revision certification by the end of 2018.
In order to achieve the goal of high value-added and diversified products, the company
has passed the IATF 16949:2016 Automotive Quality Management System Standard in
Q4 2019, and officially entered the field of automotive products. Through the
implementation of the management system, we will continue to optimize the system
management methods to achieve product quality improvement and customer satisfaction.
In addition, during the annual review and certification of the 2020 Q4 Automotive Quality
System (IATF 16949), we also passed a rigorous audit by an external auditor (DQS) to
ensure the effectiveness of the continuous operation of the quality system.
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Product Quality Management and Measures
Under the framework of Quality Management System (ISO9001) and Non-Harmful Substance
Management System (QC080000), CMMT is committed to establish and maintain quality
control mechanisms at all stages to meet customers' needs. From the initial stage of relying
on manual inspection, we are gradually moving towards using optical inspection as the main
basis for quality determination, by 2020, the yield rate of all products will be over 95% and will
be continuously optimized and improved.
The company upholds the quality policy of "Customer Orientated, Continuous Improvement;
Reduce Harmful Substances, Create Corporate Value". In the management review meeting,
the quality representative will review the achievement status of each quality target and the
responsible unit will explain the reasons for not achieving the target and the subsequent
improvement to ensure that all quality activities of the company are carried out under
controlled conditions. We also establish a sense of mutual trust with our customers so that
they are confident that our company can continue to meet their requirements.

IQC

IPQC

OQC

When raw materials are fed, they are inspected
according to the inspection specifications to avoid
unqualified flow to the production process.
In order to quickly grasp the process quality status,
provide immediate feedback on quality abnormalities,
stabilize product quality to meet customer needs, reduce
the waste of production line defects and achieve
immediate monitoring effect. We are committed to
improving the process inspection and preventing
abnormal products.
Control against each customer's specifications to avoid
the flow of non-conforming products to the customer.
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Certifications for Automotive
Product Quality System
Establish a unified certification standard in an international base
quality system for production and services provided by direct suppliers
of parts and components related to the automotive industry.
Ensure the global consistency and fairness of the IATF third party
certification system.
Provide appropriate training to assist in meeting the requirements of
IATF 16949.
IATF members are composed of nine automotive manufacturers and
five national supervisory bodies.

IATF Members
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
Management Guideline

Customer Service
Policy and Commitment

Grievance Procedure

We insist on "customer first, quality first" and insist on

Please refer to ‘Sustainability and Stakeholder’

customer orientation and customer satisfaction as the
goal, as the driving force to promote the participation of

Specific Actions

all staff in quality management.

VDA6.3 and IATF16949 promotion.

From daily product marketing to maintenance service,

Expand the proportion of sales to new customers.

we handle customer problems immediately and quickly

Regularly share all major customer complaints during the

through intensive communication.

period, and develop solutions and measures to internalize
the solutions into company SOPs to continuously reduce

Goal

the frequency of customer complaints.

Adopted automotive industry quality standards to
improve

total

quality

management

and

achieve

customer satisfaction, conducting regular customer
satisfaction

surveys,

and

improving

customer

Evaluation Mechanism
Regular internal audit program

relationship management.

Management Review Meeting

Continue to develop new customers.

Production and sales/quality control meetings

Customer Communication and Customer Privacy
CMMT is committed to collecting customers' opinions and requirements in the hope of
understanding their needs. Through long-term partnership, we have gained customers'
trust and satisfaction. From consumers' product marketing to maintenance services,
every contact is an opportunity to listen to customers' voices, and through intensive
communication, we can immediately and quickly deal with customers' problems, and we
continue to convey the concept of sustainable promotion to our customers to gain their
support and affirmation.

The protection of customer privacy is also an important part of CMMT. Therefore, the
Employee Codes of Conduct clearly stipulate that we must ensure trade with confidential
and respect the business assets and intellectual property of our customers and partners
when performing any tasks. There were no fines or customer lawsuits related to the
violation of customer privacy in 2020.
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Product Quality
Product HSF control
Product reliability and stability
Product specifications meet customer
needs

Sales Service Quality
The ability of communication and
coordination of a sales personnel
Correctness of order processing
Timeliness of order processing
Responsibility of delivery time reached
Service enthusiasm of business unit
personnel
HSF service quality for business unit
personnel

Customer Service Quality
Handling of abnormal quality conditions
Customer complaint situation feedback
Technical Service Professional
Provision of relevant
documents/experiments/reports
Staff service enthusiasm
Professionalism in providing product
solutions
Customer Service Staff HSF Service
Quality

Product Delivery
Product packaging robustness
Packaging material HSF requirements
Timeliness of delivery
Delivery accuracy

Customer Satisfaction Research
The customer satisfaction rating is conducted annually to evaluate
the level of customer satisfaction with quality and service, and is
used as a basis for future improvement. The customer satisfaction
rating is divided into four categories: "product quality 15%",
"customer service quality 35%", "business service quality 30%", and
"delivery 20%".
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The degree of satisfaction is evaluated from 5 to 1 points from high to low
respectively. If customer satisfaction is low, we will take the initiative to interview
customers to clarify the problem, and then review and develop improvement
measures for the deficiencies raised by the customer, and give feedback on the
improvement situation To customers. In 2020, the total number of customer
satisfaction questionnaires returned is 23, and the overall satisfaction score is as
follows.

With the gradual optimization of production quality, the overall yield status has
gradually improved, and customer satisfaction has also improved. CMMTs will
continue to strive to improve customer satisfaction in the future. Therefore, in
2018, CMMT established a technical service unit for small and medium-sized
products. Through CMMT combined with the experience introduced in each
customer verification improve the speed of customer product introduction, and
continue to meet customer needs.

Grievance Procedure and
Concerned Issues
Since the products provided by our company are one of our customers' various
raw materials, our after-sales service aims at understanding and handling
customers' complaints and problems, and we need to communicate and discuss
with customers regarding their returns/exchanges/discounts and quality
complaints. CMMT also has an inter-departmental platform to consolidate internal
and external information in the first place, so that we can quickly control the
problematic materials at the customer's end and find the real cause internally to
prevent recurrence. We regularly share all major customer complaints during the
period to develop solutions and measures further been included into company
SOPs to continuously reduce the frequency of customer complaints.
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RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
Management Guideline

R&D Innovation
Policy and Commitment

Grievance Procedure

We are not swamped in failures by attempts, and

In-house development of roadmap presentations and

dare to seek innovation. We are not satisfied by

road show

current achievements and continue to provide
differentiated services and new products. We do not
set limits for future development and to lead the

Specific Actions

trend of world's technology.

Increase R&D on target products and continue to
expand sales of high value-added products.
Continue

Goal
We continue to introduce high value-added and

to

develop

automotive

products

and

expand the automotive market.
Increase the development capacity of thin products.

differentiated products, such as industrial control,
automotive, MINI LED backlighting products, thin
products, OLED, medical, business anti-panic NB

Evaluation Mechanism

products...etc. The proportion of sales of these

Regular internal audit program

products continues to increase.

Conduct regular management review meetings

CMMT's R&D and technology-related departments continue to research
and develop new processing technologies and high performance
polarizers to meet customers' needs for small and medium-sized panels,
large-sized panels, ultra-high resolution panels, automotive panels, and
OLED panels, etc. We are working towards R&D autonomy, meeting
market and customer demand and satisfaction for our products and
services, and working with customers to quickly respond to market needs
and challenges. In 2020, CMMT will invest approximately NT$190 million
in R&D, accounting for 2.0% of its total revenue, and will continue to
increase its annual investment.
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'

CMMT s
Medium

-term

Product Technology Development

Automotive Related Technology

Business NB Privacy Filter

CMMT has already mass-produced

Cooperate with end-user brand solution

automotive polarizing plates, and the

designers to understand the development

development of angle compensation

needs of the brand, and quickly combine

film required for Euro 5.0 is a priority.
Introduced shaped processing
technology for the front center
console.

with upstream raw film suppliers and
downstream panel manufacturers to
quickly introduce models into mass
production!

Development of OLED in-car polarizer MINI LED Backlight Polarizer
Iodine-based in-car polarizer with
improved weather resistance

OLED Related Technology

In response to the trend of LCD display
backlight development, we combine the
cooperation of domestic suppliers to avoid
monopolization of the market by a single

Introduction of integrated black OLED

supplier.

polarizer into mass production

In the development of products, the

Development of OLED polarizer for

competitive advantage is to improve

automotive use

productivity, high performance and

Flexible OLED polarizer development

reasonable price.

Optimizing Free-form Polarizer
Shaping Process
Laser and profiled polarizer can be used
to achieve the most efficient processing
and meet the customer's needs for
weather resistance.
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STRATEGIC
PLANNING
The strategic plans of CMMT and its industry-leading counterparts have a significant
impact on each other, so CMMT remains highly concerned with the strategic intentions
of its counterparts. We analyze market interviews and publicly disclosed information to
formulate future development strategies, and therefore focus on product design,
structural changes, and market selection in order to stay close to market needs and
grasp opportunities. Our conducts analyses of new products, technologies and patents
of its competitors to understand the progress of the industry and its own position.
Through the above planning, we make necessary adjustments every year in accordance
with the changes in the market, the actions of our competitors, and the amount of
internal resource.

Polarizer for VA high temperature

IPS viewing angle compensation

industrial control

polarizer for automotive

Polarizer for special HDR TV

IPS viewing angle compensation

Polarizer for TOD type Notebook

polarizer for mobile phone

Polarizer for IPS High Resolution

Optical film for AR glasses

Notebook

Polarizer for installation art

Polarizer for IPS ink frame Monitor

Special shape free-form-laser

2019 2020
processing Polarizer

Ultra high penetration IPS

The R&D expense ratio decreased due to the suspension of the consolidated financial
report with Hengmei Optoelectronic Corporation (Kunshan Chimei materials technology
Co.). For CMMT alone, the R&D expense rate was increased in 2020.
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RECENT EXHIBITS AND

AWARDS
Certificate of Potential Taiwan Mittelstand Award
The global economic climate has been affected by the financial turmoil and the European
debt, and Taiwan's export momentum is lacking. How to provide guidance to "mediumsized enterprises" with international competitiveness, uniqueness in products and
services, focus on our own industry and deep technical expertise, so that Taiwan's
economy can increase its vitality and be less affected by the external economic climate is
an important issue of governance.
From international experience, Germany relies on its century-old brand enterprises
(invisible champions) to support its economy. The industry also generally believes that
German enterprises attach great importance to technological expertise and have a
considerable number of the aforementioned "medium-sized enterprises" to support their
economy.

Display Component, Gold Panel Awards 2018
The "High Weather Resistant and Water Resistant Automotive Polarizing Sheet Material"
developed by CMMT has excellent weather resistance, including high heat resistance,
high humidity resistance, high cold resistance, and high light resistance, and meets the
wide viewing angle compensation specification for high-end automotive applications,
which can improve the quality of automotive panels.

2019 Touch Taiwan Display International Exhibition
At Touch Taiwan Display 2019, CMMT launched a series of products ranging from largesize TV, IT, smartphone to in-car polarizing panels. In addition to the established
professional manufacturers of polarizing panels in the past, CMMT also introduced
related materials for Micro/Mini LED panel applications.
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Employee

Relations
Management Guideline

Employee Recruitment and Retention
Policy and Commitment

Goal

We are committed to attracting, retaining, nurturing and

We provide fair and open recruitment channels and

motivating skilled talents by profits sharing with our

selection processes, regularly review environmental

employees. We are committed to enhancing the

changes and changes in labor laws and regulations,

recognition and practice of core values among all

and strengthen employee training and development

employees, and planning a salary and benefit system

programs in order to provide employees with the right

that meets their needs. We are committed to providing

environment for development and to reduce the

a harmonious, happy, bright and innovative work

employee turnover rate.

environment and work atmosphere, and through various
human resources practices, we allow our employees to
grow and develop in the right positions, creating a win-

Grievance Procedure

win situation for both the company and the employees.

Please refer to “Sustainability and Stakeholder”

Specific Actions

Evaluation Mechanism

A total of 61 people were promoted in 2020

Regular internal audit program

because of their excellent performance, including

Management review meetings are held regularly

54 indirect personnel and 7 direct personnel.

each year, we conduct a survey on the next year's

At the end of 2020, there were 635 employees with

education and training in Q4 and set up an annual

more than 5 years of experience, accounting for

training plan, objectives and implementation plan in

58.15% of all employees (448 employees with more

the middle of the year, we make adjustments to the

than 10 years of experience, accounting for 41.03%

training status and check up the result.

of all employees; 284 employees with 2 to 5 years
of experience), which shows that employees are
committed to the company and the results of the
company's efforts to retain talents.
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CMMT
CM M T u p holds ChiM ei’s foundational pr i n c i p l e
o f "Xin g f u " which refers to achieving a d e e p
se nse o f well-being by contributing to w i d e r
so c ie t y . I t is by purs uing “Xingfu” first th a t w e
a chie v e

s uccess.

This

belief

has

1,230

guided

Ch iM e i since day one, leading us to foc u s a l l

Employees in Taiwan

o u r e f f o r t s on the greater good, by suppo r t i n g
o u r e m p lo yees, customers, communities , a n d
e n vir o n m e nt.
I n 2 0 2 0 , t h e number of employees of CM M T i n
T a iwa n

is

wo r k e r s ) ,

1,230
an

(including

increase

of

163

6.99%

foreign
ove r

the

163

p r evio u s year's 1,144 employees.
Oversea Employees

T h is is m ainly due t o the high turnover r a t e i n
r e ce n t y e ars and t he difficulty in recr u i t i n g
d o m e s t ic workers. Therefore, in addit i o n t o
co nt in u in g

to

recruit

domestic

talen t s

to

cr ea t e d o mestic employment opportunitie s , w e
a lso st a r t e d to empl oy foreign workers i n 2 0 1 8
to

ensure

the

sm ooth

implementatio n

of

p r od u c t io n processes and other related w o r k .
The

co m p any

emp loys

both

domestic

and

6.99%
Increment in

2020

f o r e ig n workers as regular employees , a n d
d o es n o t use contract or dispatch work e r s t o
e n su r e st able employment of employees .
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Human Resource

Due to the nature of the production
process,
the
front-end
of
the
process is mostly operated by large
machines, while the back-end is
mainly labor intensive. CMMT hires
wide range of employees of all ages
to provide rather stable working
environment and job opportunities.
The number of employees with
physical and mental disabilities is
currently three, which is below the
legal
limit,
but
we
are
still
committed to provide opportunities
for disadvantaged groups.

C MMT complies with t h e L a b o r S t a n d a rd s A c t o f T a i w a n . W e a l s o a b i d e
International B ill of Hu m a n R i g h t s a n d p r o v i d e a w o r k - l i f e b a l a n c e e n v i r o n m e n t
and are committed to t h e c u l t i v a t i o n o f t a l e n t . W e a l s o a b i d e b y t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l
B i l l of Human Rights a n d p r o v i d e a w o r k - l i f e b a l a n c e e n v i r o n m e n t a n d a r e
comm itted to the cul t i v a t i o n o f t a l e n t . N ew e m p l o y e e s a r e g i v e n a c o m p l e t e
trai ni ng program to he l p t h e m a d a p t t o t h e ir j o b s q u i c k l y . E a c h y e a r , i n t e r n a l o r
ex ternal tra ining is sc h e d u l e d f o r d i f f e r e n t t o p i c s t o h e l p e m p l o y e e s c o n t i n u e t o
l earn and grow.
C MMT em ployees are m a i n l y b e t w e e n t h e a g e s o f 3 1 ~ 4 0 ( 5 4 % ) , f o l l o w e d b y
empl oyees between th e a g e s o f 4 1 ~ 5 0 ( 2 7 % ) , a n d a r e m a i n l y d i r e c t e m p l o y e e s
w ho are bo th ex perie n c e d a n d e n e r g e t i c . T h e m a n u f a c t u r i n g i n d u s t r y i s s t i l l
domi nated by the num b e r o f d i r e c t e m p l o y ee s .
A s a professional pol a r i z e r m a n u f a c t u r e r , o u r e m p l o y e e s a r e m a i n l y u n i v e r s i t y
graduates , ac counting f o r 6 1 % o f o u r t o t al w o r k f o r c e , f o l l o w e d b y 2 8 % o f o u r
hi gh s chool workforce. I n t h e f u t u r e , t h e c o m p a n y h o p e s t o t r a n s f o r m i n t o a
hi gh tec hnology, high v a l u e - a d d e d e n t e r p r i s e , l e v e r a g i n g T a i w a n ' s h i g h q u a l i t y
R & D m anpower. In vie w o f t h e i n c r e a s i n g l y f i e r c e c o m p e t i t i o n i n t h e i n d u s t r y ,
w e w ill increase the n u m b e r o f t a l e n t s w i t h r i c h i n d u s t r i a l e x p e r i e n c e a n d
management from 2019 o n w a r d s t o e n h a n c e m o r e d i v e r s i f i e d i d e a s a n d t h i n k i n g
to help the c ompany s t a n d o u t i n t h e c o m p e t i t i v e i n d u s t r i a l e n v i r o n m e n t .
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New Hire Turnover Rate
Since 2016 and 2017, due to the decline in profitability of CMMT,
bonuses and dividends have declined, resulting in a year-on-year
increase in staff turnover. Therefore, we also adjusts the
proportion of fixed pay and variable pay appropriately, and tries
its best to keep the company's outstanding talents. In 2018,
CMMT will start to introduce foreign workers, and the turnover
rate will be reduced to 11.2% by 2020.
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RAMUNERATIONS AND WELFARE

Remunerations
and

Welfare
As a former member of ChiMei Group, CMMT has always continued
ChiMei Group's commitment to a “Xingfu company”. In addition to a
stable annual salary and annual bonus, the company also allocates
bonuses according to the operating conditions and individual
performance by performance appraisals and salary promotions.
The establishment of an Employee Stock Ownership Trust (ESOT) in
2018 and the implementation of an ESOT to unite employees with a
diversified compensation system.
Starting from 2018, listed companies should disclose the average
and median salaries of full-time employees (excluding managers,
part-time employees, short-term employees employed for less than 6
months, and new or departed employees with a payroll period of
less than 6 months) who are not in supervisory positions.
The average and median salaries of our employees in 2019 and
2020 are shown in the table below.

Based on the above disclosure, the average monthly salary of the
Company's full-time non-supervisory employees in 2020 is
approximately $55,000, which is higher than the average monthly
salary of $42,947 per employee in the industrial and service sector
of December 2019, according to the General Accounting Office,
CMMT‘s salary levels are better than the national average. The
number of full-time employees not in supervisory positions in 2019
and 2020 are 1,060 in 2019 and 1,077 in 2020. The average salary
of full-time employees not in supervisory positions in 2020 increased
by 2.3% compared to the previous year, mainly due to bonus
payments and workforce restructuring.
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Employee
WELFARE

Employees are an essential part of the company’s operation and production. We hope that
our employees can continue to develop their skills and earn good compensation to
support the family economy, and we also need to pay attention to their physical and
mental balance, so that they can still take care of their quality of life while working. In
addition to satisfying employees' needs for food, clothing, housing, transportation,
education, and entertainment, CMMT also provides comprehensive insurance, including
life insurance, accident insurance, and free group insurance, so that employees can be
worry-free. CMMT has also established an employee welfare committee to provide
wedding subsidies, childbirth subsidies, funeral subsidies, leisure and recreation subsidies,
birthday gift certificates, three festivals gift certificates, children's education scholarships
and other gift subsidies, and to handle employee travel and other related matters. The
members of the Welfare Committee come from all departments of the company and are
elected in proportion to the number of employees in each department.The Welfare
Committee holds regular meetings and exercises its authority to decide on the welfare
policies and plan employee activities as determined by the Employee Welfare Committee
of CMMT. The results of the activities in 2020 are as follows.

1,049 540 1,169 960
EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYEES PER DAY

EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYEES

Travel, Leisure, Education
and Entertainment Benefits

Meal Allowance

Insurance

Health Care

Due to the epidemic, this year's
staff trip was changed to a
travel voucher, allowing
employees to form their own
group trips to build
cohesiveness and centripetal
force among the staff and to
enhance the relationship
between family and friends.

Provide healthy and
diversified meals for
employees.

Health insurance, labor
Health checkups for
Insurance and group employees, health education
Insurance
and medical consultation to
enhance health and safety
awareness, refer to
“Workplace Safety” for related
information.
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07

Welfare Committee's
Contribution to Employee
2017
2016

$20 ,95 3

$18 ,61 1

2018

$16 ,36 1

2020
2019

$19 ,00 0

$1 9,0 00

CMMT believes that employees are the company's greatest asset and
continues to invest in welfare to enhance employees' sense of
belonging. Therefore, any shortfall in the welfare committee's investment
will be directly spent by the operating expense, so that employees can
enjoy more equivalent employee benefits, as they work hard to help the
company escape from the hard competitive environment.

In 2020, we issued travel and
leisure vouchers for employees
to organize their own tours and
invite their family members to
participate . so as to increase
the
relationship
between
employees' family members.
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Industrial Relation

CMMT does not have a company union. In order to protect the rights and interests of
employees, we set up a platform for labor-management communication and holds regular
labor-management meetings every year, in which representatives of both employers and
employees discuss relevant issues. At the same time, there is also an Employee's Welfare
Committee, which is responsible for employee welfare-related issues and is a dedicated unit
to protect employee rights and interests. In addition to the normal channels for employee
complaints, CMMT provides employee grievance mailboxes and workplace violence reception
windows. CMMT believes that business is a means of pursuing happiness and has always
complied with the Labor Standards Act and has never used child labor or forced labor.
The major issues to be jointly discussed by employers and employees in 2020 are as follows.

2020

年

雙⽅共同研議之重⼤議題

TOPIC

RESOLUTION

In response to the amendment of the Labor
Standards Act, we revised our working hour
regulations.

Annual calendar.
Adjustments for consecutive
vacations.

Adjustment of human resources in
response to the epidemic

Adjustment of working hours
during the pandemic.

FOLLOW-UP
The setup of the company's computer system
and the announcement have been completed.
The revised regulations are currently being
implemented.
Assist employees in completing official grant
applications.
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EXTENDED
PATERNITY LEAVE
2017

48
Persons
20

2019

52

43

2018

Persons

36

2020

15

67%

10
5
0

Actual

Reinstatement

100%

DEMOGRAPHY
Abiding Ministry of Labor's measures such as the leave
allowance for baby-sitting and leave entitlements, CMMT
continues to improve its health protection measures, and in
line with the Guidelines for Maternal Health Protection in the
Workplace. For employees who return to work within one
year after pregnancy and childbirth, we will conduct health
risk assessment, hazard control and risk communication,
and make work adjustments as necessary.
Pregnant employees are provided with relevant health
consultation and physician on-site services, and break room
and feeding room are provided to form a friendly working
environment for female employees, referring to Workplace
Safety for related information.
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EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
Methods of Employee Development
In view of the fact that education and training plays the role of the best promoter
of corporate consensus. We hope that through systematic training and the
following training directions, employees can fully enjoy the training resources,
enhance their personal functions and accumulate professional abilities.

Comprehensive Training for New Recruits
All new employees are provided with two days of employee orientation, for better
understanding the factory environment and work requirements through systematic
curriculum planning. Some professional functions need to add professional training
related to process and operation. This will give our employees a comprehensive
understanding of production, processes, procedures and product services.

Promote Internal Lecturer Training Program
Internal lecturers are the best spokespersons for knowledge transfer and knowledge
accumulation in enterprises. Therefore, we should gradually promote and develop
internal lecturer training programs to internalize and systematically present the
knowledge of internal professionals, which can effectively help companies to accumulate
professional staff quickly.

Systematic Training for All Professional Grades
All professional staff are trained according to the relevant certification system. A series
of thematic and function-specific training courses are provided to the staff according to
the annual training theme and focus. In addition to the training for professional staff,
professional skills and licenses, each management level also conducts level training
according to the job requirements.

Training Resources through Various Grants
In order to enrich the training resources for our staff, we have been promoting various
training programs through various government projects each year.
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EMPLOYEE

TRAINING METHODS

2,981
127
122
EMPLOYEES

LESSONS

The following table shows the implementation status
of various types of educational training in 2020.

HOURS

CATEGORY

LESSONS

EMPLOYEES

HOURS

Professional courses
and others

116

2,372

99.5

Safety and Health

10

596

21

Rule of Law
Education

0

13

1.5

Management
Skills

0

0

0
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RETIREMENT

Employees of the Company may retire under one of the following
circumstances. They have worked for at least 15 years and have reached the
age of 55. They have worked for at least 25 years. CMMT shall not compel an
employee to retire unless he or she has one of the following conditions, at
least 65 years of age. The employee is mentally or physically incapacitated for
work. The age specified in paragraph 1 above may be adjusted by the
company through the central competent authority for workers with special
characteristics such as danger or physical strength, but shall not be less than
55 years old. The retirement age of the employees shall be determined
based on the household registration records. In accordance with the Labor
Standards Law and the Labor Pension Act, the company has implemented
the act well. For employees subject to the Labor Pension Act, CMMT
contributes 6% of the employees' salaries to the employees' personal
accounts each month. The number of employees who applied for retirement
in recent years stated as follows.

1 1 0 0 0
2016

2017

2018

2019
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WORKPLACE SAFETY

Management Guideline

Occupational Safety and Health
Policy and Commitment

Grievance Procedure

Adhering to "Enterprise is a means to pursue

Internally, we hold regular safety, health and

Xingfu", "humanity management", and "harmony is

environmental protection committee, abnormal group

the most valuable" are the direction and goals of

meetings, and industrial safety officers' meetings to

CMMT. We insist on technology autonomy and aim

implement safety and health review, review and

at environmental protection, safety, and hygiene,

promotion, and obtain feedback and response from

and promise to "comply with obligations, participate

employees in the meetings.

in all employees, protect the environment, control

Externally,

we

risks, improve performance, and make continuous

activities

conducted

improvements"; in order to strive for zero pollution

environmental

and zero accidents, and to let employees work in a
safe environment, and to In order to pursue zero
pollution and zero accidents, and to allow employees
to work in a safe environment, and to pursue
happiness and sustainable development as the goal
of business operation.

0 occupational hazards cases, achieved.
0 environmental pollution incidents, achieved.
Severity rate of disability injuries less than 8
accidents, actual rate of 2.25.
Implement ISO14001 & ISO45001 environmental
safety and health management systems.
Evaluate the implementation of new production
technologies and equipment, conduct employee
safety and health training, and health education

protection

participate
by

in

industrial
and

fire

various
safety,

prevention

authorities to obtain the latest requirements on
environmental safety and health issues and to
confirm that the company meets the requirements of
the authorities.

Specific Actions
Introduce

Goal

actively

new

production

technology

and

equipment to reduce waste generated in the
production process to achieve the purpose of
waste reduction.
Evaluate the addition of waste water treatment
units to reduce pollution emissions.
Workplace Safety 2020 in-house safety and
hygiene training totaled 1,738 hours and 543
participants.

Evaluation Mechanism

to reduce the impact on the environment by

Regular internal audit program

production. Enhance employees' awareness of

Regular management review meetings

workplace safety and health.

Workplace Safety Executive Meeting
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CMMT is committed to develop a safe working environment for our
employees, including the establishment of a work safety management
system and the continuous upgrading of related protective facilities and
training for employees. All employees are provided with safety training when
they report to the company, and annual training is provided to raise their
awareness of workplace safety and to protect their personal safety.
For CMMT, the following
guidelines are in place for a safe
environment.
Compliance Obligations
Comply with government environmental
protection and occupational safety and
health laws (and other stakeholder
requirements), and fulfill corporate social
responsibility.

Risk Control
Establish consultation and participation
mechanisms, communicate with workers
continuously to promote their consultation
and participation, provide environmental
protection and education training and
resources, and all employees participate in
the implementation of the environmental
safety and health management system to
assume their own responsibilities.

Environmental Protection
Introduce environmental protection design
concepts during the product life cycle,
introduce the latest production technologies
to reduce material consumption and waste,
and effectively utilize energy resources or
reduce the environmental impact caused
during product activities and services.

Implementation Effectiveness in
2020
CMMT strives for zero pollution and zero
accidents, so that employees can work in a
safe environment and pursue happiness
and sustainable development as the goal of
business operation. We have implemented
the Occupational Health and Safety
Management Systems and obtained the
ISO 45001:2018 international standard
certification to assist in the implementation
of
various
projects
through
the
management system to achieve continuous
improvement.
ISO 45001:2018 is international standard
for occupational health and safety
management systems, applicable to
companies at all sizes and industries.
Benefits of implementation are as below.
Comply with the government's industrial
safety law to strengthen customer
confidence.
Prevent the occurrence of occupational
safety accidents to reduce operational
risks.
Respect the lives of employees and
enhance corporate image.
Follow the international trend and
pursue sustainable business operation.
The full integration of quality,
environment, and safety and health (3in-1) management system can reduce
cost and improve management
efficiency, and move towards the
highest honor of business
management, TQM.
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Workplace safety

and

Occupational Hazard Statistics

CMMT strives to build a safe
workplace by assessing risks
and seeking opportunities for
improvement through the
implementation of prevention
programs beforehand by
reviewing and implementing
improvement policies with
relevant units immediately
after a disaster occurs in
order to reduce the incidence
and severity of accidents.
The frequency of disabling
injuries in 2020 will show a
downward trend compared to
2018 and 2019.

Absence rate is calculated on the basis of an employee's absence due to incapacity, not limited to
work-related injury or illness. It does not include approved leave, such as holiday, training,
maternity/paternity leave and funeral leave.
The number of days lost is the "number of days" of time a worker is unable to perform his or her daily
work due to an occupational accident or occupational disease occupational disease.
Occupational disease is diagnosed by professional doctor in the Occupational Medicine Department of
a hospital.
The calculation formula is as follows, including both regular and non-regular employees
Injury Rate I.R. = Total number of injuries/total hours worked x 200,000
Total hours worked = Total number of employees x number of hours worked per day x actual days
worked per year
Absenteeism rate A.R. = Total number of days absent from work / Total number of days worked x
200,000
When occupational hazard occurred, accident investigation will be conducted immediately to identify the
basic cause, indirect cause and direct cause. Improvement measures will be discussed and established by
relate parties. Finally, the effectiveness will be checked by abnormal incident group meeting.
CMMT keeps track of every Occupational Safety and Health incident on the company's Occupational Safety
and Health platform, and formulate countermeasures to prevent the recurrence of the incident by focusing
on the occurrence and causes of the incident. The latest measures and methods are regularly disseminated
to employees in the department through the Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems window
of the Workplace Safety and Security meeting. Workplace Safety Officer meetings are held monthly.

CMMT focuses on workplace safety and a healthy workplace, and constantly evaluates the safety of work
sites and equipment in order to reduce the incidence and severity of accidents, with a goal of zero workrelated fatalities and zero occupational diseases in 2020.
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Occupational Health and Safety
We provide basic safety education and training such as environmental safety and
occupational health and safety training, fire safety education and training, and
static electricity protection for new employees to improve their basic safety
awareness. When an accident occurs, the abnormal accident management system
is used to investigate the cause of the accident and propose corrective measures
for effective engineering control or administrative management, and the
implementation is started in parallel to prevent the recurrence of the accident.

Occupational Safety and
Health Educcation
Respiratory Protection

68 employees
4 classes
1 hours

General Training,
Machinery Safety,
Hazardous Equipment
& Substance Labeling
433 employees
8 classes
2 hours

Fire Safety

113 employees
21 classes
3 hours

Occupational
Health and Safety
Education

General
Safety and Health for
Managerial Role
24 employees
2 classes
3 hours

General
Safety and Health

113 employees
21 classes
3 hours

ERT Staff Training
(Introduction)

18 employees
1 classes
3 hours
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Workplace Safety Officer Implementation
In order to enhance the labor safety awareness of the company's internal
staff, the industrial safety department coordinates, and each department
assigns departmental industrial safety representatives to participate. The
industrial safety department holds monthly meetings with industrial safety
officers to provide internal communication channels, strengthen horizontal
coordination functions, promote and implement the company's industrial
safety policies and activities. Contents of the meetings include reflection
and feedback of problems in each unit, the occupational safety and health
related laws and regulations, disasters and accidents, health activities,
and case briefing of abnormal accidents, etc.

Members
Occupational
Safety and
1 member of the Board of Directors
Health
Committee 15 members (including 5 labor
representatives)

Labor %

Frequence

31.2%

Quarterly

Occupational Safety and Health Committee
In January, April, July, and October of 2020, the management
representative (vice president) and senior executives of the Occupational
Health and Safety Management System (OHSMS) regularly hold meetings
to review the implementation status of safety, health, and environmental
protection programs and make recommendations. In the Occupational
Health and Safety Management Unit, CMMT has set up a Health Center
and a Disaster Prevention Center to provide health management
consultation and health promotion activities, and a Disaster Prevention
Center to monitor the fire and safety monitoring systems in the factory to
enhance safety protection. We continues to care for our employees,
emphasizing workplace safety and providing a safe and healthy working
environment.
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Healthy Workplace
A healthy workforce enhances work quality, efficiency and
workplace vitality, which in turn leads to healthy growth and
development of the company. In addition to maintaining a
healthy workplace environment and preventing occupational
injuries and illnesses, CMMT is committed to creating a happy
and healthy workplace environment and promoting a series
of activities related to human factors prevention and
improvement, maternal labor health protection and overload
disease prevention in accordance with the Occupational
Safety and Health Act to take care of employees. In addition,
we provide care and support to our employees.

Employee Health Check and Management
The number of participants in CMMT's annual 4-day physical
examinations is 1,022, and the examinations are conducted in
accordance with the Labor Health Protection Regulations. The
company has arranged ECG, cancer screening (CA125, PSA,
CA199), glycated hemoglobin, and other examinations for each
employee in the whole factory this year, The completion rate of
all examinations (including those for in-service, new recruits and
transfers) has reached 100%. For the abnormal results, we have
graded the management and implemented health education, or
consultation activities. Given that cancer has become the top
ten cause of death in Taiwan, in order to be more attentive to
the needs of employees to know their health status, this year,
we included cancer blood tests, oral screening and pap smear
additionally. Health checkups and specific item checkups with
health checkup hospitals provide a channel for workers to know
health information and keep an eye on the health of employees.
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Health Care

Workplace Health Risk
Prevention

Cancer Screening

Overwork Prevention
CMMT takes the initiative to manage workload according
to individual health status to prevent the risk of
cerebrovascular and cardiovascular disease promotion,
according
to
Occupational
Safety
and
Health
Administration, Ministry of Labor Administration, Ministry
of Labor "Guidelines for Preventing Diseases Caused by
Exceptional Workload", we estimate the risk level of
cardiovascular disease in employees within 10 years. In
addition to providing health education information and
medical assistance, and also provides work allocation
advice to employees and supervisors. CMMT will actively
reduce the risk of disease, and by 2020, the number of
medium to high risk workers has reached 41 cases under
management.

Female-friendly Workplace
In order to ensure the physical and mental health of
female employees during pregnancy, childbirth and
breastfeeding, the company takes relevant protective
measures, including occupational safety and health
personnel to assess the hazardous environment in the
factory, health center to assess and control the hazards
of personnel, doctor's interview, risk classification
management,
work
suitability
arrangements,
implementation of health protection, the factory set up
and use of breastfeeding rooms for mothers, special
parking spaces for pregnant women, exclusive dust-free
clothing for mothers. The number of maternal employees
will be identified by color, and the number of maternal
employees has reached 16 by 2020.

The mortality rate of cancer in Taiwan is still the highest
in the country, but early detection can lead to early
treatment and reduce mortality. In 2019, pap smear
screening had a total of 31 participants, while Oral
mucosal screening had a total of 86 participants in 2019,
an increase of 40 participants compared to 2018.

Blood Donation
We encourage our employees to take the initiative to
donate blood for the care of the society and hold 2 blood
donation activities in our factory every year. In 2019, 66
people participated, donating a total of 104 bags and
26,000cc of blood.

Infectious Disease Management
Dealing with potential threat of infectious diseases to the
workplace, CMMT has formed an epidemic prevention
team and assigned a dedicated unit to continuously
monitor the situation and develop an epidemic prevention
plan for the workplace. In addition to the preparation of
epidemic prevention materials, PCR testing for nucleic
acid testing by appointment for health control when
employees traveling and excursion to China. We also
promote various kinds of prevention and control within
the factory, having education on employees knowledge of
epidemic prevention through posters, announcements,
mailings, seminars, and encourage their application both
in workplace and at home to protect the health of others
and family members to avoid cluster infections.

Temperature
Monitoring

Workplace
Cleaness

Epidemic
Prevention
Supplies

Pandemic
Propaganda

Employee
Health Care
Platform

Launch Web
Conference
Room

Diversity of
Working Time

WFH IT Solution

Epidemic
Prevention Plan
for Excursion
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SECURITY AND DISASTER

PREVENTION
In order to ensure that our employees are familiar with the operation of various
emergency response equipment in the event of a disaster, we provide fire
extinguisher and outdoor fire hydrant operation drills to new employees,
scheduled monthly emergency response drills for each department (e.g., fire,
chemical spill, personal first aid evacuation, etc.), and organizing ERT
emergency response teams to implement evacuation and fire drills every six
months. The purpose of the repeated drills and operations is to enhance the
staff's ability to respond to disasters and to ensure that they can save
themselves and each other.
In 2020, one large scale evacuation, fire drill and 10 departmental emergency
response drills were held.

CMMT Emergency Response Drills in 2020

Workplace Solvent Leakage Drill

Workplace Fire Drill

Large-scale Fire Drill

Fire Equipment Operation Drill

First Aid for Injuries and Evacuation Drill

Plant-wide Evacuation Drill
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Green

Environment

Environmental
Responsibility
CMMT Environmental, Safety and Health Policy

CMMT is engaged in the manufacture, production, R&D and processing of
polarizer and other optronics products, and the products are designed to
meet customer satisfaction. We insist on technology autonomy, and aim at
environmental protection, safety and hygiene. We strive for zero pollution,
zero accidents to let our employees work in a safe environment for
pursuing happiness and sustainable development as the goal of business
operation.
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In order to achieve environmental protection,
safety, health and continuous improvement goals.

WE ARE COMMITTED TO
Compliance Obligations

Risk Control

Comply with the government's environmental
protection, workplace safety and health
related law and regulation (and other
stakeholder requirements) to fulfill corporate
social responsibility.

Promote a culture of organizational support
for the results of the Occupational Health and
Safety
Management
System.
Effective
management, maintenance of a safe and
healthy workplace, eliminating hazards and
reducing occupational health risks can
prevent occupational hazard and disease.

Full Participation
Establish
consultation
and
participation
mechanisms, communicate with workers
continuously
to
increase
employees
engagement in environmental protection,
safety and health educational training and
resources.
Full
participation
in
the
implementation of environmental safety and
health
management
system
to
take
responsibility for their own.

Environmental Protection
Introduce environmental protection design
concepts during the product life cycle, and
introduce the latest production technologies
to achieve the purpose of reducing material
consumption, waste, energy resources usage
and reduce the environmental impact caused
by production process and services.

Improve Performance
Establish target management programs and
implement them in all departments, and
continue to communicate environmental
protection, occupational safety and health
issues to contractors and outsourcers to
jointly improve environmental safety and
health performance.

Continuous Improvement
Through regular audit on management,
environmental safety and health management
review reduce the environmental impact and
risk of hazards caused by production and
service.

Execution results
CMMT did not receive fines or compensation
for environmental laws violation in 2020.

ISO14001:2015 International standard certification
The ISO 14001 series of standards are standards established by the
International Organization for Standardization and are related to the
Occupational Health and Safety Management System, an environmental
management system. It is not just a newly created system for
environmental protection, but it is the addition of corporate
responsibility for the environment that an organization should carry out.
CMMT obtained the new ISO14001; 2015 version certification in 2018.
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ENERGY
USAGE
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75,000,000
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change,

6,712,726

7,195,201

stock maturity

50,000,000

CMMT has continued to improve its internal
energy efficiency, introducing energy-saving
measures and clean energy. We expect to
be a low-carbon enterprise during economic
value creation through production activities.

38%

25,000,000

62,152,000

62,556,800

64,032,000

finance growth
0

2018

2019

2020

Natural Gas
Electricity

Energy Conservation
Targets and Measures
Variable Frequency Pneumatic
The new variable frequency pneumatic
machine, 250HP, was added to the plant
mainly because of the increase in demand
and for energy saving consideration, the
variable frequency pneumatic machine is
the first choice in order to be able to use
variable frequency modulation when the
load changes to achieve the purpose of
energy saving.

Restaurant and Kitchen AirConditioning Energy Saving
Since the restaurant and kitchen are for
regular cooking, no one is present during
the non-meal and operation hours, the
time controller can be installed to turn on
again during the meal and operation
hours to meet the users' needs and
provide a comfortable dining environment
for the dining staff.

Air-condition Inverter Installed
for PSA Production Line

Inspection station operation
modification

The air conditioner in this area was
originally a constant frequency output, but
in order to reduce electricity consumption,
it was changed to variable frequency to
achieve the purpose of variable frequency
energy saving according to the usage
change.

Due to the change of the production line,
the rear air conditioner moved the
operation to other areas. The original
operation area is left with some machines.
In order to maintain the clean room
operating environment, 2/3 of the FFU will
be closed and the air outside the area will
be closed. The amount of supplemental
air is reduced, and only the minimum
positive pressure is maintained to avoid
pollution of the clean room.
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Taiwan passed the "Greenhouse Gas Reduction and Management Act" in
2015, the future of corporate carbon emissions towards total control. 2014
announcement "Energy Users Setting Energy Conservation Objectives and
Execution Plans" Regulations on Setting Energy Conservation Objectives and
Execution Plans for Energy Users, energy users with contracted electricity
consumption capacity of more than 800 kilowatts should achieve an "average
annual savings rate" of 1% or more from 2015 to 2019.
In order to comply with Tainan City's "Low Carbon City Autonomy Ordinance"
and the Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs Energy Administration
Act, and to increase the utilization rate of clean energy, the company planned
to install a solar power system on the roof of the first factory in two phases.
The first phase has a capacity of 411.84 KW, which was completed in
September 2016, and the second phase has a capacity of 199.68 KW, which
was completed in November 2016. The total installed capacity of two phases is
611.52 KW.
The solar power system will generate 851,848 units of electricity in 2020, and
all electricity generated will be for self-consumption, reducing CO2 emissions
by 434 metric tons (according to the 2019 electricity CO2 emissions equivalent
announced by the Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs). Since May
2017, the Company has applied for Taiwan Renewable Energy Certificate (TREC) from the National Renewable Energy Certification Center and will obtain
860 T-RECs in 2020. To obtain 860 renewable energy certificates (1,000 kWh
per certificate)

2 0 2 0 R e n e wa b le En e rg y Ce rtifica te (1 )

2 0 2 0 R e n e wa b le En e rg y Ce rtifica te (8 6 0 )
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Greenhouse Gas Emission
The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has released a report on
climate change, which suggests that the average global surface temperature has increased over the
past 50 years and the global average sea level has increased. It is inferred that the main cause of
climate change is most likely due to human activities, including agriculture, industry, energy,
transportation, etc., increasing greenhouse gas emissions caused by. CMMT is committed to reducing
its own emissions by continuing its environmentally friendly production activities.

CMMT is committed to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and is continuously implementing
various energy saving measures in the plant.

CMMT's greenhouse gas inventory follows the
ISO 14064-1 standard and has been externally
verified by an impartial third-party verification
organization since 2010. The following shows that
the greenhouse gas emission equivalents for 2018
and 2019 are externally verified results, while the
data for 2020 are internal inventory results
(external verification is expected to be conducted
in August 2021).
According to the 2020 GHG inventory results of
CMMT, the main emission is the part of electricity
use, and the indirect source emission equivalent
is 32,953 metric tons CO2-e/year, accounting for
64% of the total emission, followed by CO2, CH4
and N2O generated by the use of natural gas in
steam boilers.
In 2020, CMMT production is scheduled to
increase in response to market demand, resulting
in slightly higher emissions than in 2019. If we
consider the production capacity factor, the actual
greenhouse gas emissions generated by each unit
of production capacity is not much different from
2019.

The chilled water system adopts a 7 ℃ and
14 ℃ dual temperature system to reduce the
energy loss between different chilled water
temperature demand conversion.
The chilled water circulation system and
cooling water tower fan use a variable
frequency system, which automatically adjusts
the appropriate flow rate and air speed to
reduce inefficient energy loss.
The pneumatic system uses both constant
frequency and variable frequency systems,
with the constant frequency pneumatic system
as the base load and the variable frequency
pneumatic system as the variable load. The
variable frequency pneumatic system is used
to adjust the pressure for variable load, which
can effectively maintain the constant pressure
and reduce the energy consumption of starting
and
stopping
the
constant
frequency
pneumatic system.
Clean room air conditioning box uses an
inverter, which can effectively maintain
constant positive pressure in a clean room and
reduce energy consumption.
LED lighting is used in the basement parking
lot and outdoor street lights to reduce
electricity consumption.
Solar power generation system is installed on
the roof to generate electricity for selfconsumption and reduce electricity purchase
from Taipower.
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STATIONARY SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION

The air pollutants from stationary sources at
CMMT include volatile organic compounds
(VOC), nitrogen oxide, sulfur oxide, and
particulate matter, etc. The organic, acid, and
alkaline emissions are first collected in the
operation process. In the operation process,
organic, acid, alkaline waste gas is first
collected and then set up in a washing tower
and regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO) air
pollution prevention equipment according to
its nature to meet emission standards.

Measures

Record
The operation and operation data of various types
of air pollution prevention equipment are recorded
by daily meter reading.

Repair and Maintenance

Repair and maintenance of all equipment is
carried out in accordance with the maintenance
Emissions of air pollutants from CMMT for the schedule set out in the prevention equipment
past three years are detailed in the following operation manual.

table. In 2019, due to changes in the basis of
emission
calculations
and
product
composition, VOC emissions per unit of
production capacity are higher than the
previous two years, and there is little benefit
in modifying the prevention equipment in the
short term. In the future, we will focus on
production capacity allocation, increase unit
output, and centralize production to achieve
the goal of reducing air pollution emissions,
and continue to invest in 100% compliance
with regulations.

Periodic Inspection
The periodic inspection project will be conducted
according to the pollutants and discharge pipes
applied for by the stationary source operation
permit, and the inspection will be commissioned to
a qualified organization approved by the EPA.

Personnel Training
Operators will be trained to operate the air
pollution control equipment after completing
the training of related equipment.
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WASTES MANAGEMENT

Management Guideline
Waste and Sewage
Policy and Commitment

Goal

Introducing environmental design concepts during
the product life cycle, introducing appropriate
production pollution prevention technologies to
achieve the purpose of reducing material
consumption, waste, and energy resources
efficiency and reducing environmental impact
caused by production and service.

No environmental pollution incidents in 2020

Grievance Procedure
We actively participate in the activities conducted by
the environmental protection authorities and Tree
Valley Park Service Center to obtain the latest
requirements on environmental protection issues
and to ensure that our company meets releted
requirements.

Specific Actions
0 environmental pollution incidents in 2020,
achieved.
Introduce new production technology and
equipment to reduce waste generated by
production process and achieve the purpose of
waste reduction.

Evaluation Mechanism
Regular internal audit program
Conduct regular management review meetings

In order to effectively manage waste and sewage, CMMT has established waste and
sewage management procedures for employees to follow, and effectively adopt
separation from source and diversion to achieve the goal of waste reduction.
In accordance with the law, CMMT has set up a waste management team to execute the
waste cleaning plan, permit application, reporting and record documentation for selecting
the best treatment method according to the characteristics of the waste, and appoint
qualified organizations to remove, treat and reuse the waste. About 55% of the
hazardous business waste generated by the company can be reused after intermediate
treatment to reduce the impact on the environment, and there was no waste pollution
incident in 2020.
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Waste Classification
According to the classification of CMMT according to the different treatment and
recycling methods, in 2020, the company's business waste was outsourced to
clean up 3,526 tons, of which 1,102 tons was recycled and reused, 1,906 tons
was incinerated and 518 tons was landfilled. CMMT's waste recycling ratio has
reached 31% in 2020.

Waste Reduction Measure
CMMT is promoting waste reduction and resource
reduction at source, which were implemented a
number of reduction programs in the factory, such
as adjusting the raw materials of production lines to
extend the expiry date, recycling and reusing the
packaging material racks, and collecting waste
plastics to improve the reuse rate. Overall, CMMT is
committed to improve product yields and reducing
losses, as well as reducing the amount of waste
generated.

Package Reduction, Chemical
Recycle and Banned
Chemicals Management
CMMT implemented reduction and recycling
management for the main packaging materials,
gaskets and chemicals. For the packaging
materials, we use recyclable PP boxes to improve
the recycling of packaging materials and reduce the
generation of packaging waste. For the gaskets, we
recycle the used gaskets and cut them into smaller
sizes for reuse. For the chemicals, we have
introduced an iodine recycling system to
concentrate the used aqueous iodine solution and
then recycle for purifying it by the original supplier to
achieve the benefit of recycling the original
materials.
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Sewage Management

CMMT continues to conduct water analysis
for each production line with the aim of
reducing water consumption through the
management of production behavior.

&
GENERAL SEWAGE

721,569
CBM

123
RECYCLE
PROCESS

SEWAGE
FROM PRODUCTION

WATER
USAGE

EQUIPMENT

NON-RECYCLABLE

RECYCLE
POOL

PURIFIED SYSTEM
COOLING TOWER

CLEANING WATER

SEWAGE

TREE VALLEY PARK

TREATED
EQUIPMENT

SEWAGE
PROCESS PLANT

Sewage by production and livelihood are collected and recycled by the plant's
water treatment facility. The non-recyclable sewage is discharged after pH
adjustment to neutralize the sewage. In addition, the iodine-containing liquid in
the plant is concentrated and recycled by the manufacturer to increase the reuse
rate. All sewage is treated and purified by internal water treatment facilities and
the Tree Valley Park sewage treatment plant, then discharged into the sewerage
system after meeting the effluent standards. During the period under review, no
major spills occurred.
Sewage from dyeing polarizer process is
polluted, which needs to be treated before
discharge. Due to tightening of regulations and
the rise of environmental awareness in recent
years, CMMT has continued to improve its
manufacturing process to increase reusable
times of the chemicals to reduce the total
amount of effluent.

TREATED
WATER
DISPOSAL
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WATER
REDUCTION
MEASURE

PURE WATER SYSTEM RECYCLING
MMF (sand filter tower) and ACF (activated
carbon tower) backwash sewage for recycle
Ion-exchange resin tower backwash sewage for
recycle
RO reverse osmosis concentrated for recycle
MMF (sand filter tower), ACF (activated carbon
tower) and ion exchange resin tower water
harvesting cycle is extended

PRODUCTION SEWAGE
SAVING AND RECYCLING
Diversion in production for water recycle
Low concentration of potassium iodide RO
system concentrated backflow

COD Monitoring
Industrial Effluent Discharged in 2020
PLANT

OTHER WATER
SAVING AND RECYCLING
Water recycle from outdoor air-conditioner
compressor
Rainwater harvesting
Increased rate of cooling water tower drainage
concentration
Increase in conductivity of washing tower
drainage
Water recycle from RO system concentrated
drainage

AVERAGE

FAB 1

FAB 2

142 CBM 67 CBM

Sewage Recycle Rate
Recycle Rate in 2020
EFFLUENT

TOTAL

RECYCLE RATE

RATE

RECYCLE RATE

FROM PRODUCTION

75.1%

96.2%

85.8%

Engagement each post generated
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Social

Participation
CMMT Overview

CMMT is located in Tree Valley Park, a photovoltaic park in Tainan City,
and is in line with the business philosophy of the Tree Valley Park.

Taiwan’s First Eco-industrial Park
With only 150 hectares of the 250-hectare Tree Valley
Park is industrial land, and nearly 22 hectares of land are
reserved for conservation and retarding basins, and the
retarding basin is planned as a landscape lake. The Park
emphasizes the symbiosis between ecology, culture and
human beings, and will plant more than 30,000 trees of
indigenous species in Taiwan, and promote the 100,000
seeds project to create an international cultural
landscape.

Taiwan’s First Industrial Zone to
Establish Tree Valley Foundation
and Archaeology Center
In order to promote the core values of the Tree Valley
Park, such as ecology, history, humanities and arts, an
archaeological research center has been set up in the
form of a trust to preserve the rich archaeological sites
unearthed in the Park. In the future, the Foundation will
establish an open platform for people who share the same
vision to participate in the park, so that the park can be
financially self-sufficient, and the series of activities
planned by the Foundation will lead more people to know
and recognize the land.
As a member of the Valley of Trees Park, CMMT also
actively supports the planting of native tree species and
provides land for the use of archaeological teams. Over
the years, we have also donated and participated in a
series of charit.

Science Education

Science Kids Alliance & Parker's Fantasy Science
Special Exhibition
CMMT and Tainan Astronomical Education Area of
Tainan City are cooperating to hold the "Science Kids'
League and Parker's Science Fantasy Special Exhibition"
on 22 November 2020, and CMMT is sponsoring free
polarizing film to help exhibit the "Swamp Code". Through
the eyes of the Black-faced Spoonbill (polarizer), the
exhibit will find out the secrets hidden in the swamp. From
the science and fun activities, the educational significance
of CMMT social responsibility was realized.

Underprivileged Care
Christmas Gift Collection

Give children a warmth, a blessing and encouragement
for learning.
Christmas dream-fulfillment activities are initiated by the
employees themselves, helping disadvantaged children in
rural areas and social welfare organizations to collect
Christmas gifts and scholarships.
The recipients are Evergreen Lily Elementary School in
202, and we warm up the whole winter for the
disadvantaged children with love and care.

In 2019, Ho Lee Interactive Design participated in the
"2020 X-site Project: Multiple Realities - Film", where
CMMT provided polarizer material to create a unique light
and shadow effect through the optical properties of
polarizer. The work won the first prize among the 42
entries in the exhibition.
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APPENDIX
Global Sustainability Standard GRI Content Index
GRI 102: General Disclosures 2016
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APPENDIX
Disclosure on 10 Material Topics
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APPENDIX
United Nation Global Compact Comparison Table
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APPENDIX
ISO 26000 Comparison Table
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